
'The best thing to hold onto in life is each other." -Audrey Hepburn 

WHERE RUSTIC ELEGANCE MEETS 

A MAGICAL ATTENTION TO DETAIL 

Our 28-acre woodland resort is nestled 

under a New England canopy of Maple, 

Oak, Aspen, Black Birch, Hemlock and 

White Pine. Our grounds include 

fields, trails, an orchard and boat 

access to beautiful Beach Pond Lake. 

Create amazing memories amid the glow 
of a blazing hearth or a summer bonfire 
under the stars. We host celebrations 
year-round. 
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Our Exclusive Wedding Package includes 

- The full, exclusive use of our Main Lodge and adjacent outdoor areas -

- Wedding coordination services -

- Beautiful, unique ceremony sites to choose from -

- Experienced, professional service and many other thoughtful features -

For your ceremony 

Choose from one of our many lovely outdoor settings: 

• Brookside is a serene, forested space, and abuts the brook which runs the 

length of the property to Beach Pond. Long wooden benches offer seating 

for So guests (with additional seating available on request). Access is via a 

cleared trail.

• The Patio and small Bandstand's elevated stage offers guests a great view of 

your ceremony and beautiful floral rock garden.

• Original to the 200-year old property, the Field Bell is bordered by a row of 

ancient White Pines.

For your reception 

Main Lodge 

Vaulted ceilings, exposed post-and-beam architecture and reclaimed 

chandeliers make this rustic space a favorite for sit-down dinners of up 

to 120 guests. 

Overlook Room 

With windows on three sides offering sweeping views of the grounds and 

forest, the Overlook is a modern space with comfortable seating for 100 

guests. 

Library 

This space across from our large stone hearth is perfect for gift tables, 

photo retrospectives, guest books and memorial displays. 

Please note: 

We happily transport any guests with mobility issues to your outdoor ceremony via our golf 

cart. And because both indoor and outdoor areas are included, you can rest easy knowing that 

your ceremony can be moved inside in case of weather. 

Investment 

Your event timeline is a full, 8 hour-day. 

This includes ample time for everything from 

decorating to dancing. 

Contact us for Exclusive Wedding Package 

pricing - info@tl-ct.com

''Food and beverage costs are assessed separately. 

Linens are included when you choose from one of our 

three wedding menu tiers.'' 

We also provide 

• Parking and property attendants to

welcome and safely direct your guests.

, One-Hour Ceremony Rehearsal.

• All tables, chairs, and seating.

• The happy glow of our fireplace

and/or fire pits.

, 28 acres oflandscaped and natural

beauty, for wedding pictures you will

treasure.
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